
Are GMOs, Genetically Modified Organisms, Harmful or Healthy

For The Environment

Genetically Modified Organisms, GMOs, are everywhere and have pros and cons

just like anything would, but what are they exactly? GMOs are food that have been

genetically modified; it could be meat, vegetables, or fruits. They are modified in ways

like where that are used to help make our food better so it does not rot as fast, they can

of better quality, or they can also repel insects (U.S Food & Drug Administrations, 2020)

depending on how they were genetically modified, but not everything is as good as it

looks. There are also sides that people are concerned about like how genes change,

how offspring is affected, and whether there are toxic effects to the consumer.

Bigger and healthier GMOs can feed more people so that they can be a

healthier person and it can even be cheaper than some other products (“Differences

between non-GMO and organic: More profits for farmer, more costs for consumers”). If

the food does not grow up to be as big as farmers would want they would have to buy

more seed. When they buy more seeds they would have to expand their farms to make

more room for them and it could result in deforestation like in parts of Brazil and the

Amazon Rainforest (Conrow). Since farmers are expanding for new crops this could

cause many animals to lose their home and habitats. In the U.S if farms were expanded

we would lose the needed habitats and important land like the biodiversity in the world

(Maina). The parks help inform people about the nature and wildlife that surrounds them

and what used to live there. The Amazon Rainforest holds most of the world's species

like the many plants there. The Amazona even has 70% of the 3,000 plants that have



been identified by The U.S. National Cancer Institute that are active against cancer cells

(Rainforest Statistics Facts - Save the Amazon Coalition, n.d.).

GMOs could be used to repel insects and weeds but if they could not many

farmers would lose their crops (U.S Food & Drug Administrations, 2020). With them

being able to repel there can be more crops each year. That can help with people who

are struggling with famines due to insects like locusts then people around the world

would not have to go into poverty and they could provide for their families. If the plants

are bug resistant farmers would not have to use herbicides and pesticides (How GMO

Crops Impact Our World, 2020). If farmers do not have to use herbicides because the

plants are resistant that means the farmers do not have to till as much to get rid of the

weeds so that also means less pollution is put in the air when farmers do not have to

use their tractors (How GMO Crops Impact Our World, 2020).

When food is genetically modified people can make it so that the products do not

need as much water (“What's the Best Kept Secret in Water Conservation? GMO

Farming”) . If they do not need as much water it can help out with areas that have

droughts. Then they can conserve that water they need more to drink. (U.S Food &

Drug Administrations, 2020). On average farmers in the U.S use up about 70% of the

freshwater according to the A Fresh Look website, GMO Farming can save up to 90%

more water in the soil by reducing evaporation.” (A Fresh Look, n.d.). The more farmers

use up the fresh water the less we will have to drink.

Plant viruses can be a serious trouble to famers, it could lead to a crop failure,

but with GMOs these plant viruses can be slowed down and or stopped. Insects can be

a part of the problem like they could be eating the crops. With GMOs farmers can stop



the harmful insects or pests but at the same time allow the helpful insects to be

unaffected.  When people modify their crops they can put in defenses against the

viruses to help make sure that their crop is not a failure. Some more examples of how

plant viruses get into crops are contaminated tools and pollen infections (Biology

Fortified Inc., 2021). With this information scientists can modify specific crops that are

more in danger of these viruses. For example, the papaya industry one year in Hawaii

got a virus called the Papaya ringspot potyvirus (PRSV) (Biology Fortified Inc., 2021).

Having them modified against viruses and insects saved the crops helping them to

become more resistant to the viruses and insects. Just like there can be many pros with

genetically modified food products there are cons that go with it.

Toxic effects is one of the  fears of what can happen when people eat GMO

products (Norris, 2015). The Institute for Responsible Technology had fed rats a diet of

GMO potatoes and the rats had changes in their organs over a period of ten days in

time just after they had fed them (Norris, 2015). “The IRT stated that the toxicity was the

result of genetic modification techniques and not a specific case for that particular

potato.” (Norris, 2015). Scientists in the U.S and all around the world have studied and

tested just like the IRT had and found that there is no evidence that shows possible

toxicity coming from the GMOs so humans do not have to worry about eating GMOs.

(Norris, 2015).

Can GMOs change or affect our genes or animal genes? When we first started

using GMOs there was a concern that modifying DNA would not only affect the food in a

bad way but also the person who consumes it and this is because normally mutation will

result in cancer and other diseases (Norris, 2015). People were also not just concerned



about the GMO affecting our genes but also the plant’s genes (Norris, 2015).  According

to Megan L. Norris (2015), “...a research group from the National Laboratory of Protein

Engineering and Plant Genetic Engineering in Beijing, China applied the Ames test to

GMO tomatoes and GMO corn [8]. GMO tomatoes and corn express the viral coat

protein of cucumber mosaic virus (CMV). The results of the Ames test demonstrated no

relationship between GMO tomatoes or corn and mutations. They repeated their

analysis using two additional methods for analyzing mutagenicity in mice and got the

same result, allowing them to conclude that genetically modified DNA did not cause

increased mutations in consumers.” The mice’s genes stayed the same and so did the

plants.

Can GMOs affect people's offspring? To see if GMOs will affect fertility or

embryos during gestation, a group of scientists from South Dakota State University

tested rats (Norris, 2015). They monitored rats who were eating GMO corn for three

generations. According to Megan L. Norris (2015), “For each generation, they tracked

the fertility of parents and compared the health of the embryos from parents that ate Bt

corn to those with parents that did not.” After comparing the genes they found out that

nothing had affected the rats, no gene mutations were found in the offspring (Norris,

2015). Just like the South Dakota State University tested so have other groups. They

watched the fertility of rat mothers for five generations and kept track of their weight,

bone, eye, and thymus development, and general retardation (Norris, 2015). Their

research also showed no effect on offspring from eating GMO food (Norris, 2015).

What comes next, are there going to be more used for GMOs? Will GMOs

become more advanced to where we got rid of all the impurities where they are



healthier than ever before? Can they help save world hunger (EFFIONG, 2019)? “If you

could save lives by producing vaccines in transgenic bananas, would you? In the

debate over large-scale commercialization and use of GMOs, where should we draw

the line?” said Nucleic Acid Structure and Function (2008). Will GMOs solve all of our

problems in the future or will they backfire?  As for now GMOs are working and helping

to improve many things around the world despite the concerns and worries.
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